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About Us
We’re a supplier of high quality, 100% original Brazilian Products. We are located inside Brazil, so you
can be sure that our products are 100% authentic. We buy directly from factory outlets. We can supply
ANY product manufactured in Brazil and in ANY quantity, so talk to us about products you do not see in
this catalog and we will consider adding it to our portfolio. We work with delivery agents in Guyana to
deliver Brazilian products to you in a fast and efficient manner.
Please Note: Our primary target market is Guyana, South America, but we can supply Brazilian products
to ANY part of the world. If you live outside of Guyana and you would like to order any of our products,
please do not hesitate to contact us.
This catalog features fragrances and cosmetics for both men and women.

For Free Distribution
This catalog is for free distribution. It is also freely downloadable from our website:
www.brazilianproductsgy.com. You are free to give this catalog away to anyone, post in groups, share
via WhatsApp, email, social media, etc, as long as you do not alter the contents in any way.

How to Order
To order any of the products featured on this catalog, please connect with us using any of the contact
information provided below. Please note that WhatsApp is likely to elicit the fastest response from us. If
the product you are ordering is available in stock at our delivery agent in Guyana, it will be delivered
within 1 to 10 days depending on your location. If the product is not in stock with our agent, it will take
about two weeks to ship from Brazil and a further 1 to 10 days to be delivered depending on your
location.
For wholesale orders, we can ship your order to you directly from Brazil via our delivery agent.
Depending on the size of the order and the type of product, you may need an import license in some
cases to order wholesale.

Delivery Agents
Our delivery agents are fast, honest, reliable, and efficient. Delivery agents purchase and stock our
products for delivery. We advertise via our website (www.brazilianproductsgy.com) and pull in orders,
then pass the order to our delivery agent closest to you via WhatsApp. Once the delivery agent receives
your order, he or she will call or message you to arrange delivery at your home or a location of your
choice. You pay only when you receive and are satisfied with your product!
Our current delivery agent, Mr. Annandram Persaud, is a taxi driver who resides in Industry Village,
Region 4. Therefore, all orders between Industry and Georgetown are free of charge. Persons residing
further along the East Bank, East Coast, and other areas may have to pay a delivery fee which varies with
your distance away from Georgetown.
Our delivery agents earn a generous commission for every product delivered and earn a scalable credit
line based on performance! Talk to us if you would like to become a delivery agent of Brazilian Products!

Connect with Us!
Facebook: www.facebook.com/brazilianproductsworld
Instagram: www.instagram.com/brazilianproductsgy
Email: carperjensen@yahoo.com
WhatsApp +55 66 99281-2644
Website: www.brazilianproductsgy.com

Kaiak Classic - 100 ml

Kaiak Classic, also called Kaiak Traditional, is
the first Kaiak Cologne ever to be produced by
Natura Products Brazil. It is also one of our
bestsellers.
Retail Price: $12,000 GYD or $60 USD
Kaiak is a hyperaquatic fragrance. Its iconic
combination of aromatic, citrus, and watery
notes brings powerful freshness.
Olfactory Notes:
Top: mandarin orange, cassis and bergamot.
Heart: orange blossom, muguet, transparent
woods.
Background: musc, oak moss, sandalwood.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, AQUA, PARFUM, POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, BENZOPHENONE-2, BHT,
DENATONIUM BENZOATE, CI 14700, CI 60730, CI 42090, CI 19140, SODIUM CHLORIDE, SODIUM
SULFATE, BUTYLPHENYL METHYMARLIMONITAL, COLITOL, , GERANIOL, HEXYL CINNAMAL,
HYDROXYCITRONELLAL
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Kaiak Aventura – 100 ml

Kaiak Aventura is a bestselling men’s
fragrance from Natura Products Brazil.
Retail Price: $12,000 GYD or $60 USD
Kaiak Aventura brings the perfect
combination of water, sun, and forest. The
citrus and vibrant freshness of bergamot
combined with notes of musk and creamy
woods such as sandalwood.
Olfactory Notes:
Top: mugwort, bergamot, cassis.
Heart: black pepper, dihydromyrcenol,
muguet.
Background: musc, sandalwood, amber.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, AQUA, PARFUM, POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, BENZOPHENONE-2, BHT,
DENATONIUM BENZOATE, CI 14700, CI 60730, CI 42090, CI 19140, SODIUM CHLORIDE, SODIUM
SULFATE, BUTYLPHENYL METHYL LIMONITAL, COOL , GERANIOL, HEXYL CINNAMAL,
HYDROXYCITRONELLAL.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Kaiak Aero – 100 ml

Kaiak Aero is a bestselling men’s cologne from
the Kaiak line of fragrances by Natura
Products Brazil.
Retail Price: $12,000 GYD or $60 USD
Kaiak Aero translates the meeting of wind and
sea water. A modern fragrance that reveals
the refreshing explosion of tonic notes with
the power of green notes such as juniper and
rhubarb.
Olfactory Notes:
Top: rhubarb, juniper, cardamom, dhm.
Heart: violet leaves, symarine, organic
madagascar bourbon geranium.
Background: sandalwood, cedar, ambrostar, musks.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, AQUA, PARFUM, POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, DENATONIUM BENZOATE,
LINALOOL, BUTYLPHENYL METHYLPROPIONAL, LIMONENE, COUMARIN, CITRONELLOL, CITRAL,
GERANIOL, ISOEUGENOL, METHYL 2-OCTYNOATE.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Kaiak Oceano – 100 ml

Kaiak Oceano is a bestselling men’s fragrance
from Natura Products Brazil.
Retail Price: $12,000 GYD or $60 USD
Fresh notes of seaweed join the density of
marine amber and dark woods.
Olfactory Notes:
Top: Pataqueira, Marine Algae, Aqueous
Complex
Heart: Aromatic Salted Blend
Background: Moss, Amyris, Patchouli,
Ambergris Tonka, Cedar.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, AQUA, PARFUM,
DIETHYLAMINO HYDROXYBENZOYL HEXYL BENZOATE, POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, DENATONIUM
BENZOATE, CI 60730, CI 42090, CI 15510, SODIUM SULFATE, SODIUM CHLORIDE, LIMONENE,
CITRONELLOL, LINALOOL, COUMARIN, CITRAL, GERANIOL.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Kaiak Classic – 100 ml

Kaiak Classic, also called Kaiak Traditional, is
the first Kaiak Cologne ever to be produced by
Natura Products Brazil. It is also one of our
bestsellers.
Retail Price: $12,000 GYD or $60 USD
Kaiak is a hyperaquatic fragrance. Its iconic
combination of aromatic, citrus, and watery
notes brings powerful freshness.
Olfactory Notes:
Top: mandarin orange, cassis and bergamot.
Heart: orange blossom, muguet, transparent
woods.
Background: musc, oak moss, sandalwood.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, AQUA, PARFUM, POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, BENZOPHENONE-2, BHT,
DENATONIUM BENZOATE, CI 14700, CI 60730, CI 42090, CI 19140, SODIUM CHLORIDE, SODIUM
SULFATE, BUTYLPHENYL METHYMARLIMONITAL, COLITOL, , GERANIOL, HEXYL CINNAMAL,
HYDROXYCITRONELLAL
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Kaiak Aventura – 100 ml

Kaiak Aventura comes in both male and
female versions. Remember that the long
bottle is female and the short bottle is male.
Kaiak Aventura for men is a bestselling
fragrance from Natura Products Brazil.
Important: The color and design of the bottle
varies but the product is always the same.
Retail Price: $12,000 GYD or $60 USD
Kaiak Aventura brings the perfect
combination of water, sun, and forest. The
citrus and vibrant freshness of bergamot
combined with notes of musk and creamy
woods such as sandalwood.
Olfactory Notes:
Top: mugwort, bergamot, cassis.
Heart: black pepper, dihydromyrcenol, muguet.
Background: musc, sandalwood, amber.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, AQUA, PARFUM, POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, BENZOPHENONE-2, BHT,
DENATONIUM BENZOATE, CI 14700, CI 60730, CI 42090, CI 19140, SODIUM CHLORIDE, SODIUM
SULFATE, BUTYLPHENYL METHYL LIMONITAL, COOL , GERANIOL, HEXYL CINNAMAL,
HYDROXYCITRONELLAL.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Kaiak Aero – 100 ml

Kaiak Aero is a bestselling men’s cologne from
the Kaiak line of fragrances by Natura
Products Brazil.
Retail Price: $12,000 GYD or $60 USD
Kaiak Aero translates the meeting of wind and
sea water. A modern fragrance that reveals
the refreshing explosion of tonic notes with
the power of green notes such as juniper and
rhubarb.
Olfactory Notes:
Top: rhubarb, juniper, cardamom, dhm.
Heart: violet leaves, symarine, organic
madagascar bourbon geranium.
Background: sandalwood, cedar, ambrostar, musks.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, AQUA, PARFUM, POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, DENATONIUM BENZOATE,
LINALOOL, BUTYLPHENYL METHYLPROPIONAL, LIMONENE, COUMARIN, CITRONELLOL, CITRAL,
GERANIOL, ISOEUGENOL, METHYL 2-OCTYNOATE.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Kaiak Urbe – 100 ml

Kaiak Urbe is a bestselling men’s fragrance
from Natura Products Brazil.
Retail Price: $12,000 GYD or $60 USD
Kaiak Urbe brings the unusual contrast
between the watery freshness and the heat of
copaiba. A restless fragrance to boost those
who live in the hustle and bustle of the
streets.
Olfactory Notes:
Top: mint, lemon, bergamot, dihydro,
mandarin, grapefruit, green notes, apple.
Heart: basil, nutmeg, lavender, geranium,
elemi.
Background: musc, sandalwood, amber, cedar, coumarin.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, AQUA, PARFUM, POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, BHT, DENATONIUM BENZOATE,
LIMONENE, BENZYL SALICYLATE, LINALOOL, BUTYLPHENYL METHYLPROPIONAL, COUMARIN, CITRAL,
CITRONELLOL, GERANIOL.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Kaiak Pulso – 100 ml

Kaiak Pulso is a bestselling men’s fragrance
from Natura Products Brazil.
Retail Price: $12,000 GYD or $60 USD
Kaiak Pulso is an energetic and impactful
freshness. Watery notes, herbs, fresh spices,
sandalwood, and cedar pulsate in the
composition of this fragrance.
Olfactory Notes:
Top: mandarin, grapefruit, lime, bergamot,
lemon, green notes, basil.
Heart: ozonic, rose, miguet, jasmine,
coriander.
Background: musc, vetiver, cedar, tonka,
incense, sandalwood.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, AQUA, PARFUM, POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, BHT, DENATONIUM BENZOATE,
LIMONENE, LINALOOL, BUTYLPHENYL METHYLPROPIONAL, CITRONELLOL, ALPHA-ISOMETHYL IONONE,
COUMARIN, CITRAL, GERANIOL.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Kaiak K – 100 ml

Kaiak K is a bestselling men’s fragrance from
Natura Products Brazil.
Retail Price: $18,000 GYD or $90 USD
Kaiak K brings a combination between the
vivacity of herbs and fine spices, such as
storax, an ingredient of Brazilian biodiversity,
and juniper, combined with the intensity of
the amber and woody notes of the cedar.
Olfactory Notes:
Top: mint, bergamot, nutmeg, black pepper,
lavender.
Heart: violet, juniper, geranium.
Background: patchouli, amber, chamois,
cedar.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, PARFUM, AQUA, ETHYLHEXYL METHOXYCINNAMATE, TOCOPHERYL ACETATE,
DIETHYLAMINO HYDROXYBENZOYL HEXYL BENZOATE, POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, DENATONIUM
BENZOATE, CI 60730, BHT, CI 42090, SODIUM SULFATE, LIMONENE, COUMARIN, CITRONELLOL,
LINALOOL, BUTYLPHENYL METHYLPROPIONAL, GERANIOL, CITRAL.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Kaiak K-Max – 100 ml

Kaiak K-Max is a bestselling men’s fragrance
from Natura Products Brazil.
Retail Price: $18,000 GYD or $90 USD
K Max brings an aromatic explosion
intensified by black pepper and pennyroyal,
an ingredient of Brazilian nature, in contrast
to the warmth of the dark and mysterious
wood, frankincense. The unique result conveys
elegance and modernity.
Olfactory Notes:
Top: pink pepper, dhm, grapefruit, black
pepper, ginger, watery accord, stork, and
pennyroyal.
Heart: lavender, juniper, cardamom, black
leather, frankincense abs resinoid, frankincense oil, and violet.
Background: sandalwood, cedar, musk, pitch white, cashmeran, patchouli, vetiver, and amber xtreme.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, PARFUM, AQUA, DIETHYLAMINO HYDROXYBENZOYL HEXYL BENZOATE,
POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, DENATONIUM BENZOATE, CI 60730, CI 19140, CI 14700, SODIUM
CHLORIDE, SODIUM SULFATE, LIMONENE, LINALOOL, EUGENOL, CITRAL, CITRONELLOL, METHYL 2OCTYNOATE, GERANIOL.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Kaiak Classic Female – 100 ml

Kaiak Classic 100 ml comes in both male and
female fragrances. Remember that the long
bottle is female and the short bottle is male.
The female Kaiak Classic, also called Kaiak
Traditional, comes in a stylish orange
cylindrical bottle.
Retail Price: $12,000 GYD or $60 USD
Kaiak is vibrant freshness on a sunny
afternoon. Stunning citrus explosion of
bergamot and orange with feminine notes of
jasmine.
Olfactory Notes:
Top: apple, bergamot, cassis, mandarin,
orange, tamarin, plum, green leaves.
Heart: rose, jasmine, muguet, orchid, pink pepper.
Background: musc, sandalwood, amber, tonka bean, cedar.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, PARFUM, AQUA, POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, DENATONIUM BENZOATE,
BENZYL SALICYLATE, LINALOOL, HEXYL CINNAMAL, BUTYLPHENYL METHYLPROPIONAL, LIMONENE,
HYDROXYCITRONELLAL, CITRAL, CITRONELLOL, GERANIOL, BENZYL ALCOHOL, BENZYL BENZOATE.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Kaiak Aventura Female – 100 ml

Kaiak Aventura 100 ml comes in both male and female
fragrances. Remember that the long bottle is female and
the short bottle is male. The female Kaiak Aventura usually
comes in this beautiful burgundy capped bottle.
Retail Price: $12,000 GYD or $60 USD
Kaiak Aventura brings the perfect combination of water,
sun, and forest. Watery and green notes join the floral vibe
of muguet and jasmine with the cozy warmth of musk.
Olfactory Notes:
Top: pink pepper, bergamot, mandarin, grapefruit, green
notes, ozone notes.
Heart: jasmine, rose, peony, muguet, lily.
Background: musk, cedar, sandalwood, amber.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, AQUA, PARFUM, TOCOPHERYL ACETATE, POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE,
DENATONIUM BENZOATE, BUTYLPHENYL METHYLPROPIONAL, BENZYL SALICYLATE,
HYDROXYCITRONELLAL, LINALOOL, CITRONELLOL, LIMONENE, EUGENOL, ISOEUGENOL, GERANIOL,
BENZYL BENZOATE.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Kaiak Aero Female – 100 ml
Kaiak Aero 100 ml comes in both male and
female fragrances. Remember that the long
bottle is female and the short bottle is male.
The female Kaiak Aero usually comes in this
beautiful bluish-green bottle.
Retail Price: $12,000 GYD or $60 USD
Kaiak Aero translates the sensation of wind
blowing against the sea waters. The
combination of the unprecedented tonic chord
with lavender and peony brings an explosion
of freshness and femininity.
Olfactory Notes:
Top: pink pepper co2 lmr, watery pear, salty
chord.
Heart: sage esclarea abs lmr, peony, rose,
freesia, jasmine abs sambac lmr, muguet,
watery floral, lavender.
Background: vetiver haiti lmr, patchouli md lmr, musk, amber complex, cashmeran, cipriol heart lmr.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, PARFUM, AQUA, POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, DENATONIUM BENZOATE,
LINALOOL, LIMONENE, BENZYL SALICYLATE, HYDROXYCITRONELLAL, HEXYL CINNAMAL, GERANIOL,
BUTYLPHENYL METHYLPROPIONAL, CITRONELLOL, BENZYL BENZOATE, COUMARIN, EUGENOL, CITRAL,
ISOEUGENOL, METHYL 2-OCTYNOATE, BENZYL ALCOHOL.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Kaiak Aero Rollon Deodorant for Men – 75 ml

This awesome Kaiak Aero Men’s Deodorant
sports the scent of the Kaiak Aero for Men
100 ml, and is often combined to make a
great giftset.
Retail Price: $3,000 GYD or $15 USD
Kaiak Aero Men's Roll On Deodorant provides
48 hours protection and a fragrance you
already know. Feel that pleasant feeling of
freshness and well-being all day long without
staining your clothes.
Benefits:
•
High performance antiperspirant that
guarantees 48 hours of protection against the
effects of perspiration
•

Prolonged protection that prevents stains on light and dark clothes.

•

Exclusive hydrating complex with vitamin E;

•

Exclusive formula that does not dry out the skin

•

Vegan product.

Ingredients: AQUA, ALUMINUM ZIRCONIUM PENTACHLOROHYDRATE, HELIANTHUS ANNUUS HYBRID
OIL, STEARETH-2, GLYCERIN, STEARETH-21, DIMETHICONE, PARFUM, PHENOXYETHANOL,
HYDROXYACETOPHENONE, DISODIUM EDTA, TOCOPHERYL ACETATE, LIMONENE, COUMARIN,
CITRONELLOL, LINALOOL, CITRAL.
How to Use: Turn upside-down and shake for a few seconds. Uncap the bottle and apply under the
armpit with a circular rolling motion covering the entire armpit area. Allow product to dry well before
putting on clothes. Apply only after taking a bath and washing the armpits thoroughly.
Warnings: Use only in indicated areas. Do not apply on irritated or broken skin. Discontinue use in case
of irritation, redness, or any discomfort. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated skin.
External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Homem Dom – 100 ml

Homem Dom 100 ml for men is a best-selling
cologne produced by Natura Products Brazil.
Retail Price: $12,000 GYD or $60 USD
An intense woody perfume.
Olfactory Notes:
Top: cardamom, black pepper, and cypriol.
Heart: black vanilla absolute, tonka, balsamic
accord, and violet leaves.
Background: priprioca, guaiaco, sandalwood,
vetiver, ambroxan, cashmeran, and musks.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, PARFUM, AQUA,
DIETHYLAMINO HYDROXYBENZOYL HEXYL
BENZOATE, POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, CI 60730, DENATONIUM BENZOATE, CI 14700, CI 19140, CI
42090, SODIUM CHLORIDE, SODIUM SULFATE, COUMARIN, LIMONENE, LINALOOL, METHYL 2OCTYNOATE, CINNAMAL, GERANIOL, CITRAL, ISOEUGENOL.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Kaiak Classic Hydrating Body Deodorant for Women – 300 ml

Kaiak Classic Hydrating Body Deodorant for
Women – 300 ml is a product of Natura
Products Brazil. This product is often
combined with the Kaiak Classic Cologne for
Women 100 ml to make an awesome giftset.
Retail Price: $6,000 GYD or $30 USD
Kaiak Classic Female Body Moisturizing
Deodorant - 300ml is a refreshing fragrance of
Kaiak Classic Female in a body moisturizing
deodorant that leaves your skin soft and
fragrant.
Benefits:
• Moisturizes the skin for 48 hours;
• Creamy texture of quick absorption that
hydrates, perfumes, and emphasizes the skin's natural brilliance.
• Leaves your skin with a velvety touch.
Ingredients: AQUA, GLYCERIN, CYCLOPENTASILOXANE, CETEARYL ALCOHOL, DICAPRYLYL ETHER,
PARFUM, PROPYLHEPTYL CAPRYLATE, BUTYROSPERMUM PARKII BUTTER, PHENOXYETHANOL, PALMITIC
ACID, STEARIC ACID, SODIUM ACRYLATES COPOLYMER, CAPRYLIC/CAPRIC TRIGLYCERIDE,
HYDROXYACETOPHENONE, GLYCERYL DIPALMITATE, GLYCERYL STEARATE, GLYCERYL PALMITATE,
TRIETHANOLAMINE, GLYCERYL DISTEARATE, DIMETHICONOL, XANTHAN GUM, PEG-100 STEARATE,
POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, DISODIUM EDTA, PENTAERYTHRITYL TETRA-DI-T-BUTYL
HYDROXYHYDROCINNAMATE, SORBITAN OLEATE, STEARYL ALCOHOL, CETEARETH-6, TOCOPHEROL,
LINALOOL, BENZYL SALICYLATE, HEXYL CINNAMAL, LIMONENE, BUTYLPHENYL METHYLPROPIONAL,
HYDROXYCITRONELLAL, COUMARIN, CITRAL.
How to Use: Apply the product all over your body, except your face, after taking a bath. This product is
ideal to be used together with the Kaiak Classic Female Cologne
Warnings: Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated or broken skin. Avoid contact with
eyes. In case of eye contact, wash eyes abundantly with water. Discontinue use in case of irritation,
redness, or any discomfort. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Essencial Exclusivo Female – 100 ml
Essencial Exclusivo for Women is an all time
favorite from the line of Essencial Colognes
produced by Natura Products Brasil.
Retail Price: $18,000 GYD or $90 USD
Enveloping the floral vessel of rose, freesia,
and magnolia, this fragrance brings even
more personality and elegance with notes of
cassis and mandarin.
Olfactory Notes:
Top: mandarin, orange, maçã, framboesa,
vermelha fruits, cassis.
Heart: natural rose, magnolia, jasmim petals,
freesia, lyrian.
Background: precious wood, amber, musk,
sandalwood, pêssego aveludado, vetiver.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, PARFUM, AQUA, POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, DENATONIUM BENZOATE,
BUTYLPHENYL METHYLPROPIONAL, LIMONENE, CITRAL, CITRONELLOL, GERANIOL, LINALOOL.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Essencial Classic Female – 100 ml
Essencial Classic, also called Essencial
Traditional, for Women, is an all time favorite
from the line of Essencial Colognes produced
by Natura Products Brasil.
Retail Price: $18,000 GYD or $90 USD
A sophisticated floral bouquet of jasmine and
violet with pitanga, a natural ingredient of
Brazilian biodiversity.
Olfactory Notes:
Top: mandarin, green fragrances, maçã and
complex citrus.
Heart: ginger, Egyptian jasmin, otto pink,
violet and pêssego.
Background: sandalwood, cedar, musk,
caramel candy and ambery.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, PARFUM, AQUA, POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, DENATONIUM BENZOATE,
BUTYLPHENYL METHYLPROPIONAL, LIMONENE, CITRAL, CITRONELLOL, GERANIOL, LINALOOL.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Essencial Elixir Female – 100 ml
Essencial Elixir comes in both male and
female fragrances. Remember that the short
bottle is male and the long bottle is female.
Essencial Elixir for women is a bestselling
cologne from the Essencial line of fragrances
manufactured by Natura Products Brazil.
Retail Price: $18,000 GYD or $90 USD
Essential Elixir combines the freshness of
citrus and fruity fragrances with a floral body,
finished with patchouli. Ideal for the modern,
secure, and confident woman.
Fragrance: Intense Cyprus.
Olfactory Notes:
Top: Citrus, pear, and freesia.
Heart: Woodland, lily, rose, and violet.
Background: Patchouli and Musk.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, PARFUM, DIETHYLAMINO HYDROXYBENZOYL HEXYL BENZOATE, AQUA,
POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, DENATONIUM BENZOATE, CI 147000, CI 60730, CI 19140, CI 42090, CI
17200, CI 15510, SODIUM CHLORIDE, SODIUM SULFATE, LIMONENE, LINALOOL, CITRONELLOL, ALPHAISOMETHYL IONONE, CITRAL, GERANIOL, BENZYL BENZOATE, HEXYL CINNAMAL, HYDROXYCITRONELLAL,
CINNAMYL ALCOHOL, METHYL 2-OCTYNOATE, BENZYL SALICYLATE.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Essencial Estilo Female – 100 ml
Essencial Estilo for Women is an all time
favorite from the line of Essencial Colognes
produced by Natura Products Brasil.
Retail Price: $18,000 GYD or $90 USD
A modern fragrance that surprises for the
striking contrast of the floral bouquet of
magnolia, rose, and jasmine with creamy
woods and pennyroyal, a natural ingredient of
Brazilian biodiversity.
Fragrance:
Intense Fruity.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, PARFUM, AQUA, BHT,
POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, DENATONIUM
BENZOATE, LIMONENE, BUTYLPHENYL
METHYLPROPIONAL, LINALOOL, CITRAL,
CITRONELLOL, GERANIOL.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Essencial Aud Female – 100 ml
Essencial Aud for Women is an all time
favorite from the line of Essencial Colognes
produced by Natura Products Brasil.
Retail Price: $18,000 GYD or $90 USD
The power of a feminine woody scented
cologne…the magnificence of oud, the most
noble wood in the world with the sensuality of
Copaíba, a Brazilian wood highlighted by the
femininity of intense floral facets. Instigate
while conquering.
Fragrance:
Intense Woody
Olfactory Notes:
Top: pink pepper, apricot, dark dried fruit
complex, black pepper.
Heart: rose, jasmine abs, cypriol, praline (chord loukoum), balsam gurjum, priprioca.
Background: amber gris, cedar, sandalwood, musk, oud oil, patchouli, cashmeran, ambrostar, vanilla,
copaiba chord.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, PARFUM, AQUA, POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, DENATONIUM BENZOATE,
BENZYL SALICYLATE, CITRONELLOL, LINALOOL, LIMONENE, GERANIOL, BENZYL ALCOHOL.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Essencial Aud Male – 100 ml
Essencial Aud comes in both male and female
fragrances. Remember that the short bottle is
male and the long bottle is female. Essencial
Aud for men is a bestselling cologne from the
Essencial line of fragrances manufactured by
Natura Products Brazil.
Retail Price: $18,000 GYD or $90 USD
The magnificence of oud, the world's finest
wood, with the sensuality of copaiba, a wood
from Brazilian biodiversity, enhanced with an
exotic touch of spice. Instigate while
conquering.
Fragrance:
Intense Woody
Olfactory Notes:
Top: bergamot, cardamom, elimi, saffron.
Heart: geranium, cypriol, madagascar cinnamon, praline, gurjum balm.
Background: amber, cedar, sandal, musk, ambrocenide, patchouli, cashmeran, oud oil, fir balsam,
copaiba.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, PARFUM, AQUA, PEG-40 HYDROGENATED CASTOR OIL, DIETHYLAMINO
HYDROXYBENZOYL HEXYL BENZOATE, POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, DENATONIUM BENZOATE, CI 60730,
LIMONENE, COUMARIN, LINALOOL, CINNAMYL ALCOHOL, ALPHA-ISOMETHYL IONONE, BENZYL
BENZOATE, CINNAMAL, CITRAL, BENZYL CINNAMATE, CITRONELLOL, GERANIOL, EUGENOl.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Essencial Classic Male – 100 ml
Essencial Classic, also called Essencial
Tradicional, comes in both male and female
fragrances. Remember that the short bottle is
male and the long bottle is female. Essencial
Tradicional for men is a bestselling cologne
from the Essencial line of fragrances
manufactured by Natura Products Brazil.
Retail Price: $18,000 GYD or $90 USD
A fragrance that combines the power of the
finest perfume woods with the freshness of
green fragrances…a sophisticated and intense
composition, a perfumery classic.
Fragrance:
A classic of Brazilian perfumery. Essencial
Classic combines the freshness of green
fragrances with the power of deep woods
such as cedar and sandalwood.
Olfactory Notes:
Top: bergamot, lavender, galbanum, juniper, nutmeg, grapefruit, basil
Heart: geranium, patchouli, rosemary, sage, jasmine
Background: cedar, musc, oak moss, sandalwood, amber, fir balsam, myrrh
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, PARFUM, AQUA, DIETHYLAMINO HYDROXYBENZOYL HEXYL BENZOATE,
POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, CI 15510, DENATONIUM BENZOATE, CI 60730, SODIUM CHLORIDE, CI
42090, SODIUM SULFATE, LINALOOL, LIMONENE, HEXYL CINNAMAL, HYDROXYCITRONELLAL, BENZYL
BENZOATE, CITRAL, EUGENOL, GERANIOL, CITRONELLOL
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Essencial Exclusivo Male – 100 ml
Essencial Exclusivo comes in both male and
female fragrances. Remember that the short
bottle is male and the long bottle is female.
Essencial Exclusivo for men is a bestselling
cologne from the Essencial line of fragrances
manufactured by Natura Products Brazil.
Retail Price: $18,000 GYD or $90 USD
Modern and sophisticated creation translated
into the combination of Copaíba, wood from
Brazilian biodiversity, with fresh spices such as
cardamom and pepper. An exclusive fragrance
that makes every moment unique.
Fragrance:
Intense woody. Enriched with fresh, modern
spices. For unique man moments.
Olfactory Notes:
Top: fresh aromatic, lmr cardamom, apple, ginger, basil, cognac.
Heart: geranium, lavender, pink pepper, mugwort.
Background: cedar, moss, patchouli, musk, natura exclusive essential oils.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, PARFUM, AQUA, POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, DENATONIUM BENZOATE,
LIMONENE, LINALOOL, CITRONELLOL, COUMARIN, CITRAL, GERANIOL, BENZYL BENZOATE, EUGENOL,
BENZYL SALICYLATE, FARNESOL.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Essencial Elixir Male – 100 ml
Essencial Elixir comes in both male and
female fragrances. Remember that the short
bottle is male and the long bottle is female.
Essencial Elixir for men is a bestselling
cologne from the Essencial line of fragrances
manufactured by Natura Products Brazil.
Retail Price: $18,000 GYD or $90 USD
Feel on your skin the power of fusion between
the woods of cedar and patchouli with the
innovation of leather fragrances and the
warmth of cumaru, the natural ingredients of
Brazilian biodiversity.
Fragrance:
Intense Woody
Olfactory Notes:
Top: Mandarin, Black Pepper, Pink Pepper, Sage, Juniper, Cardamom, Cassis, Grapefruit, Lemon.
Heart: Violet, Geranium, Lavender, Chord Leather.
Background: Musc, Oak Moss, Patchouli, Sandalwood, Vetiver, Vanilla, Benzoin, Cedar, Cognac.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, PARFUM, AQUA, DIETHYLAMINO HYDROXYBENZOYL HEXYL BENZOATE,
POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, CI 15510, DENATONIUM BENZOATE, CI 60730, SODIUM CHLORIDE, CI
42090, CI 147000, SODIUM SULFATE, LINALOOL, LIMONENE, COUMARIN, ALPHA-ISOMETHYL IONONE,
HYDROXYCITRONELLAL, CITRAL, METHYL 2-OCTYNOATE, GERANIOL, CITRONELLOL.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Kaiak Aventura Hydrating Body Deodorant for Women – 200 ml

Kaiak Aventura Hydrating Body Deodorant for
Women – 200 ml is a product of Natura
Products Brazil. This product is often
combined with the Kaiak Aventura Cologne
for Women 100 ml to make an awesome
giftset.
Retail Price: $5,000 GYD or $25 USD
Flowery and refreshing, Kaiak Aventura
Feminine brings a vibrant heart of Muguet
and Jasmin that find warmth in against a
strong amber background. Feel this refreshing
fragrance in a moisturizing body deodorant
that perfumes and leaves your skin soft.
Benefits:
• Moisturizes the skin for 48 hours;
• Creamy texture of quick absorption that hydrates, perfumes, and emphasizes the skin's natural
brilliance.
• Leaves your skin with a velvety touch.
How to Use: Apply the product all over your body, except your face, after taking a bath. This product is
ideal to be used together with the Kaiak Aventura Female Cologne
Warnings: Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated or broken skin. Avoid contact with
eyes. In case of eye contact, wash eyes abundantly with water. Discontinue use in case of irritation,
redness, or any discomfort. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Kaiak Aventura Body Spray for Women – 100 ml

This awesome Kaiak Aventura Body Spray for
Women sports the scent of the Kaiak
Aventura for Women 100 ml, and is often
combined to make a great giftset.
Retail Price: $6,000 GYD or $30 USD
Kaiak Aventura Feminine Body Spray was
developed to keep you protected and
perfumed throughout the day, with a
fragrance inspired by one of the biggest
successes of Natura perfumery.
Benefits:


Perfume the whole body.

• Protects against perspiration odors.
• Product without aluminum salt.
• Light and practical packaging with lock on the lid, to take wherever you go and use whenever you
want.
• Fragrance of success of Natura Perfumes
• Product with refill.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, AQUA, PARFUM, PROPANEDIOL, POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, DENATONIUM
BENZOATE, BENZYL SALICYLATE, HYDROXYCITRONELLAL, LINALOOL, CITRONELLOL, LIMONENE.
How to Use: Hold the container 6 inches from your body and armpit and spray liberally. It can be
reapplied throughout the day to enhance its perfume and deodorant action. Want an even better
perfume experience? Use this body spray together with Deodorant Cologne from the same fragrance.
Warnings: Use only in indicated areas. Do not apply on irritated or broken skin. Discontinue use in case
of irritation, redness, or any discomfort. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated skin.
External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Joli Cupuacu Perfumed Oil - 140 ml

Joli Cupacu (pronounced coo-poo-ah-soo)
perfumed oil 140 ml is a beautiful, fragrant,
perfumed oil that leaves the skin rehydrated,
soft, and sweet. This product is unisex. That
means it is suitable for both male and female
genders.
Retail Price: $6,000 GYD or $30 USD
This mild and emollient oil, formulated with
vitamin E and cupuacu butter, softens the skin
leaving a silky touch and pleasant perfume,
making your bath a moment of pleasure!
Ingredients: PARAFFINUM LIQUIDUM,
LAURETH-2, PARFUM, THEOBROMA
GRANDIFLORUM SEED BUTTER, TOCOPHERYL
ACETATE, PROPYLPARABEN, BHT, TRICLOSAN,
ALPHA-ISOMETHYL IONONE, BENZYL BENZOATE, BENZYL SALICYLATE, BUTYLPHENYL
METHYLPROPIONAL, CITRONELLOL, COUMARIN, EUGENOL, HEXYL CINNAMAL, LIMONENE, LINALOOL.
How to Use: Apply on the body while it is still wet after showering, except on the face. Massage gently.
If you prefer, rinse after applying. This product can be used in immersion bath.
Warnings: For external use only. Keep packaging tightly closed and out of reach of children. Store in a
cool, dry place away from direct sunlight and heat. Avoid contact with eyes. In case of eye contact, wash
eyes abundantly with water. Suspend use in case of irritation, redness, or discomfort. Do not use on
irritated or damaged skin.
Manufacturer: LARRU’S INDUSTRIA E COMERCIO DE COSMETICOS LTDA. Estrada Velha de Itu, No: 1115
Jardim Alvorada – Jandira/SP. CNPJ 43.606.714/0001-50 – Industria Brasileira.

Ilia Flor de Laranjeira for Women – 50 ml
Ilia Flor de Laranjeira – 50 ml for Women is an
all time favorite from the line of Ilia Colognes
produced by Natura Products Brasil.
Retail Price: $14,000 GYD or $70 USD
Ilia Flor de Laranjeira features orange
blossom, surrounded by sophisticated and
striking fragrances of creamy woods. Ilia Flor
de Laranjeira is intense and exuberant, you
can smell it from a distance. Such a radiant
floral scent that represents the woman who
transforms and inspires others.
Fragrance: Intense Floral.
Olfactory Notes:
Not yet available. This means that the
manufacturer has not released this
information to the public as yet, but as soon
as they do, we will update this page.
Ingredients: ALCOHOL, PARFUM, AQUA, POLYGLYCERYL-3 CAPRYLATE, DENATONIUM BENZOATE,
BENZYL SALICYLATE, FARNESOL, HYDROXYCITRONELLOL, LINALOOL.
How to Use: Everyone has a unique way of perfuming themselves. But to take advantage of the
fragrance's full potential, our tip is to apply it to areas such as the wrist, neck, and behind the ears.
Warnings: Keep away from heat sources. Keep out of the reach of children. Do not apply on irritated
skin. Avoid contact with eyes. External use only.
Manufacturer: NATURA COSMÉTICOS S/A, Av. Alexandre Colares, 1188, Vila Jaguara, São Paulo/SP, CEP
05106-000, Telephone: 0800 11 55 66.

Joli Cupuacu Oil in Cream - 140 g

Joli Cupacu (pronounced coo-poo-ah-soo)
perfumed oil in cream 140g is a beautiful,
fragrant, perfumed blend that leaves the skin
smooth, soft, and sweet. This product is
unisex. That means it is suitable for both male
and female genders.
Retail Price: $6,000 GYD or $30 USD
Composed of exclusively Brazilian seeds and
fruits, the Joli line brings the prestigious Joli
Cupuaçu Oil in Cream, which hydrates and
smoothes the dry areas of your skin, nourishes
your cells and leaves it lightly perfumed.
All this thanks to the natural power of the
seeds and national fruits contained in its
composition, giving you much more vigor and
beauty in your daily life.
Ingredients: AQUA, PARAFFINUM LIQUIDUM, CETEARYL ALCOHOL, ETHYLHEXYL STEARATE, PROPYLENE
GLYCOL, DIMETHICONE, CYCLOPENTASILOXANE, GLYCERYL STEARATE, STEARIC ACID, PARFUM,
THEOBROMA GRANDIFLORUM SEED BUTTER, SODIUM COCOYL GLUTAMATE, DIMETHICONOL,
METHYLPARABEN, DISODIUM EDTA, PROPYLPARABEN, TRICLOSAN, BHT, ALPHA-ISOMETHYL IONONE,
BENZYL BENZOATE, BENZYL SALICYLATE, CITRONELLOL, COUMARIN, EUGENOL, HEXYL CINNAMAL,
LIMONENE, LINALOOL.
How to Use: Apply after bathing on dry skin, except on the face. Gently massage until completely
absorbed.
Warnings: For external use only. Keep packaging tightly closed and out of reach of children. Store in a
cool, dry place away from direct sunlight and heat. Avoid contact with eyes. In case of eye contact, wash
eyes abundantly with water. Suspend use in case of irritation, redness, or discomfort. Do not use on
irritated or damaged skin.
Manufacturer: LARRU’S INDUSTRIA E COMERCIO DE COSMETICOS LTDA. Estrada Velha de Itu, No: 1115
Jardim Alvorada – Jandira/SP. CNPJ 43.606.714/0001-50 – Industria Brasileira.

